The class of generalized satisfiability problems, introduced in 1978 by Schaefer, presents a uniform way of studying the complexity of satisfiability problems with special conditions. The complexity of each decision and counting problem in this class depends on the involved logical relations. In 1979, Valiant defined the class *P, the class of functions definable as the number of accepting computations of a polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing machine. Clearly, all satisfiability counting problems belong to this class *P. We prove a Dichotomy Theorem for generalized satisfiability counting problems. That is, if all logical relations involved in a generalized satisfiability counting problem are affine then the number of satisfying assignments of this problem can be computed in polynomial time, otherwise this function is *P-complete. This gives us a comparison between decision and counting generalized satisfiability problems. We can determine exactly the polynomial satisfiability decision problems whose number of solutions can be computed in polynomial time and also the polynomial satisfiability decision problems whose counting counterparts are already *P-complete. Moreover, taking advantage of a similar dichotomy result proved in 1978 by Schaefer for generalized satisfiability decision problems, we get as a corollary the implication that the counting counterpart of each NP-complete generalized satisfiability decision problem is *P-complete. ]
INTRODUCTION
Counting problems represent the quantitative counterpart to decision problems. These problems arise naturally in situations where we are not interested principally in the existence of a solution but ask for the number of distinct solutions for a given problem, provided that there is only a finite number of them. Such problems were studied, e.g., in propositional logic and graph theory [Koz92, Val79a, Val79b] , geometry and combinatorics [Lin86] , in graph theory and network reliability [PB83] , and in unification and matching [HK94] . Interesting insights can be found also in the work of Simon [Sim75, Sim77] and in a note by Galil [Gal74] .
Valiant introduced in [Val79a, Val79b] the complexity class *P and proved several counting problems to be *Pcomplete. The class *P is defined as the class of counting problems computable in nondeterministic polynomial time.
In other words, a function f belongs to *P if and only if there is a nondeterministic Turing machine M that runs in polynomial time with the property that f (x) equals the number of accepting computation paths of M on input x. Hence, *P can be also seen as a class of functions.
The counting satisfiability problem is known to be *Pcomplete, mainly because Cook's generic transformation [Coo71] can be made parsimonious in the sense that the number of satisfying assignments to the Boolean formula corresponds exactly to the number of accepting computations of the nondeterministic Turing machine being simulated, as pointed out first by Simon [Sim75] . For some decision problems that can be solved in polynomial time, the corresponding counting problems cannot be solved in polynomial time unless P=NP (and perhaps not even then), whereas for others, such as the spanning tree problem, the counting problems can be solved in polynomial time. We extend this classification to all satisfiability counting problems. We believe that this classification of satisfiability counting problems gives a better insight into the counting class *P. Moreover, as the *P-hardness of other counting problems is often proved by a reduction from a *P-complete satisfiability counting problem, this classification allows us to use the most suitable problem for that reduction and, hence, perform the *P-hardness proofs of other problems in a uniform way.
Intuitively, it seems that for almost every NP-complete problem the corresponding counting problem is *P-complete. This is often stated in the literature [Joh90, p. 107; PB83, p. 779; Sim77, p. 484], but the explicit proofs are omitted. In fact, it is sometimes not straightforward to find an appropriate reduction [Val79b, Gal74, CH93] .
Dichotomy results in complexity theory are usually rare. To our knowledge, there are only three such dichotomic classifications. The first one is a dichotomy result for the generalized satisfiability decision problem by Schaefer [Sch78] . The second one studies the H-coloring of graphs [HN90] . The third one studies the subgraph homeomorphism problems [FHW80] . There was a fourth but unsuccessful attempt by Feder and Vardi [FV93] to prove a dichotomy theorem for constraint satisfaction. Schaefer in [Sch78] gave conditions, in his Dichotomy Theorem, under which a satisfiability decision problem is in P; otherwise, it is NP-complete. The aim of this paper is to study the complexity of the corresponding counting problems. In particular, there are three interesting questions:
1. Is there also a dichotomy theorem for counting satisfiability problems ?
2. Is the counting counterpart of each NP-complete satisfiability decision problem *P-complete?
3. What is the class of polynomial time solvable decision problems, whose counting counterpart remains polynomially solvable, and conversely what are the polynomial time solvable decision problems, whose counting counterparts are already *P-complete ?
In this paper we answer all three questions. We prove a dichotomy theorem for satisfiability counting problems. In fact, this is the first dichotomic result for the class *P. It is interesting to see that the dichotomic classification is preserved for general satisfiability problems (even if the conditions in the Dichotomy Theorem change) during the move from decision to counting problems. In this way, we extend a classification proposed in [GJ79, p. 169] . We prove as a corollary that the NP-completeness of a satisfiability decision problem implies the *P-completeness of the corresponding counting problem. This result confirms, for an infinite and general class of problems, the intuitive opinion that each NP-complete problem leads to a corresponding *P-complete counting problem.
There are two other results that are related to our work. Dubois [Dub91] pointed out that although the problem *2Sat (the problem of counting the number of satisfying assignments of propositional formul$ in conjunctive normal form with exactly two literals per clause) is *P-complete, the question``Given a number n and a 2Sat formula, are there no more than n satisfying assignments ?'' does have a pseudopolynomial algorithm. Roth [Rot93] gave a characterization of *2Sat problems based on structural properties of the considered formul$. Roth's results are orthogonal to our Dichotomy Theorem that is based on a characterization of the satisfiability counting problems in terms of generalized connectives involved in the construction of the considered formul$.
COUNTING CLASS *P
Let us recall some basic definitions and notions of counting complexity classes. More information on counting classes can be found in Chapter 18 of the book [Pap94] . Let 7 and 1 be nonempty alphabets, and let w : 7* Ä P(1 *) be a mapping from the strings 7* to the power set of 1*. We refer to the elements of w(x) as witnesses for x and to w as witness function.
Let us denote the natural numbers by N, the integers by Z, the size of a string x by |x|, and the cardinality of a set A by |A|.
The following definition was given first by Valiant [Val79a, Val79b] . We introduce it in the formulation given by Hemachandra and Ogiwara [HO92] .
Definition 2.1. Let *acc M be the function mapping from input x to the number of accepting paths of a nondeterministic Turing machine M on input x. The class *P consists of all functions *acc M for all nondeterministic Turing machines M each of whose accepting path has polynomial length with respect to the size of the input x.
Kozen [Koz92] gave another definition of the class *P. His definition is essentially equivalent to Valiant's. In his formalism, the class *P is the class of witness functions w such that:
1. there is a polynomial-time algorithm to determine, for given x and y, if y # w(x); 2. there exists a constant k # N such that for all y # w(x), | y| |x| k holds. (The constant k can depend on w).
By the same token, FP denotes the class of functions calculable in deterministic polynomial time. Clearly, FP is a subclass of *P. It is important not to confuse the counting classes FP and *P (i.e., classes that contain counting problems or functions) with the classes P and NP (i.e., classes that contain decision problems).
Counting problems relate to each other via counting reductions and parsimonious reductions, which are stronger than the polynomial-time reductions between NP-problems.
Definition 2.2 [Koz92] . Let w: 7* Ä P(1 *) and v : 6* Ä P(2*) be two counting problems. A polynomial many-one counting reduction (or, simply, counting reduction) from w to v consists of a pair of polynomial-time computable functions _ : 7* Ä 6* and { : N Ä N such that the equality |w(x)|={(|v(_(x))| ) holds. When such a reduction exists we say that w reduces to v. Such reductions are often called weakly parsimonious. A parsimonious reduction from v to w is a counting reduction _, { from v to w such that { is the identity function.
The reductions in the *P-hardness proofs must preserve the number of solutions, whence the necessity to look for parsimonious or weakly parsimonious reductions. Note that the composition of (weakly) parsimonious reductions is a (weakly) parsimonious reduction.
The *P-complete problems are the most difficult problems in the class *P. Definition 2.3. A counting problem w is *P-hard if for all problems v # *P there exists a counting reduction from v to w. If in addition w is a member of *P, then we say that the counting problem w is *P-complete.
If w is a *P-complete problem and there is a counting reduction from w to v then v is a *P-hard problem. Proving that a counting problem is *P-hard is viewed as evidence that this problem is truly intractable. Actually, in complexity theory it is generally believed that *P-hard problems are not members of the class FPH, the functional analog of the polynomial hierarchy PH. In particular, no *P-hard problem is known to belong to the class FP NP of all functions that are computable in polynomial time using NP oracles [Joh90, Section 4.1]. In contrast, Toda [Tod89] showed that the polynomial hierarchy is contained in the class P *P of problems computable in polynomial time with the help of *P-oracles. Thus, to the extent of course that one can compare decision problems with counting problems, a *P-completeness result suggests a higher level of intractability than an NP-completeness result.
The following two *P-complete counting problems are used in the sequel to prove *P-hardness of the considered satisfiability counting problems.
Positive 2Sat (*pos-2sat) (called monotone in the original text) Valiant .
Instance: A set V of Boolean variables, a Boolean formula B over V in conjunctive normal form, where each clause of B has exactly two positive literals.
Question: How many truth assignments for V satisfy B ?
Implicative 2Sat (*impl-2sat) Linial [Lin86] based on Provan and Ball [PB83] . Instance: A set V of Boolean variables, a Boolean formula B over V in conjunctive normal form, where each clause of B has exactly one positive and one negative literal.
LOGICAL PRELIMINARIES
Note. Several parts of this section are taken from [Sch78] and are quoted only for self-containment of the paper. Nevertheless, if a construction is defined differently from Schaefer's article, we explicitly point it out.
Let S=[R 1 , ..., R m ] be a finite set of logical relations. A logical relation is defined to be any subset of [0, 1] k for some integer k 1, called the rank of the relation. An S-formula is any conjunction of clauses, each of the form r i (vÁ ), where vÁ =v 1 , ..., v k are (not necessarily distinct) variables whose number matches the rank of R i , and r i is a relation symbol representing the relation R i . The S-satisfiability decision problem is the problem of deciding whether a given S-formula is satisfiable. The S-satisfiability counting problem is the problem of counting the satisfying assignments for a given S-formula. We denote by Sat(S) the set of all satisfiable S-formul$ and by *Sat(S ) the associated counting problem.
Example 3.1. Consider the problem *1-in-3Sat of counting the satisfying assignments of a formula in conjunctive normal form with three literals per clause with the additional requirement that in each clause only one literal evaluates to true. Every *1-in-3Sat problem can be expressed as an S-satisfiability counting problem *Sat(S ) with the set of logical relations S=[R 0 , R 1 , R 2 , R 3 ], where the relations are
Let us define the predicate 1-in-3, where 1-in-3(l 1 , l 2 , l 3 ) requires one of the literals l i to evaluate to true and the two others to false. A usual instance of 1-in-3Sat, like for example 1-in-3(x, y, z) 7 1-in-3(uÄ , v, w) 7 1-in-3(uÄ , xÄ , y), is then given through the relation symbols r i by the conjunction r 0 (x, y, z) 7 r 1 (u, v, w) 7 r 2 (u, x, y).
The main result of this paper characterizes the complexity of *Sat(S ) as properties of logical relations in the set S.
Notation
If x is a variable, xÄ denotes its negation. If A is a formula, V ar(A) denotes the set of variables occurring in A. We denote by Sat(A) the set of assignments s : V ar(A) Ä [0, 1] that satisfy the formula A. Let s, s 1 , s 2 # Sat(A) be satisfying assignments of the formula A. We define the following four operations on assignments:
v sÄ =19 &s is defined by sÄ (x)=1 iff s(x)=0 and sÄ (x)=0 otherwise, v s=s 1 Ä s 2 is defined by s(x)=1 iff s 1 (x){s 2 (x) and s(x)=0 otherwise, v s=s 1 & s 2 is defined by s(x)=1 iff s 1 (x)=s 2 (x)=1 and s(x)=0 otherwise, v s=s 1 _ s 2 is defined by s(x)=0 iff s 1 (x)=s 2 (x)=0 and s(x)=1 otherwise.
The assignment sÄ is called the dual assignment to s, whereas the assignments s 1 & s 2 and s 1 _ s 2 are called the direct product and direct co-product, respectively, of the assignments s 1 and s 2 . If s is an assignment and V is a set of variables, then s | V denotes the restriction of the assignment s to the variables V. belongs to the bijective mapping. As a consequence, the sets of satisfying assignments Sat(A) and Sat(B) have the same cardinality. Obviously, quasi-equivalent formul$ need not to have the same variables. In the same way, two logical relations R and R$ are equivalent (resp. quasi-equivalent ) iff they are defined by equivalent (quasi-equivalent) formul$. Note that both these equivalence relations are transitive, in the case of quasi-equivalence modulo a possible variable renaming. Let us point out that the notion of quasi-equivalence is new and was not introduced in Schaefer's article. In fact, Schaefer tried to get existential formul$ logically equivalent, for example, to (x 6 y 6 z). Roughly speaking, existential formul$ preserve the notion of satisfiability but not necessarily the number of satisfying assignments. In order to adapt Schaefer's proof to counting problems we introduce the notion of quasi-equivalence. Allowing quasiequivalent formul$ is similar in spirit to allowing existential formul$ and in addition keeping control of the number of satisfying assignments. Let us point out that every formula quasi-equivalent to one of x 6 y, xÄ 6 y or xÄ 6 yÄ necessarily contains at least two different variables.
Example 3.2. The clauses x 6 y and x 6 z are quasiequivalent. The formula (xÄ 6 yÄ ) 7 (z#x Ä y) is quasiequivalent to the clause xÄ 6 yÄ , since the value of z is functionally dependent on the variables x and y.
We will use the notion of quasi-equivalence principally to express negation in formul$.
Example 3.3. Let A(x, y, z) be a Boolean formula. The formula obtained by negating the variable x, namely
If Our definition of Gen(S ) differs from Schaefer's definition. We do not include formul$ with existential quantifiers (_v)A. The set of S-formul$ without Boolean constants 0 and 1 is denoted by Gen nc (S ).
We define the set of all relations that are representable by S-formul$ with Boolean constants as
and the set of all relations that are representable by S-formul$ without Boolean constants In the sequel, an implicative clause means a clause containing exactly one positive and one negative literal, i.e., a clause of the type xÄ 6 y. weakly positive (respectively weakly negative) if the formula r(vÁ ) is logically equivalent to a formula in conjunctive normal form having at most one negated (resp. unnegated) variable in each clause; affine if the formula r(vÁ ) is logically equivalent to a system of linear equations over the field ZÂ 2Z ; that is, if the formula r(vÁ ) is logically equivalent to a system of linear equations of the forms v 1 Ä } } } Äv n =0 and v 1 Ä } } } Äv n = 1, where Ä denotes the exclusive or connective;
complementive if for every vector (a 1 , ..., a n ) # R there exists the complementary vector (1&a 1 , ..., 1&a n ) # R; implicative if the formula r(vÁ ) is logically equivalent to a formula in conjunctive normal form whose every clause is either unary or implicative.
Clauses with at most one unnegated variable are usually called Horn clauses.
GENERAL SATISFIABILITY COUNTING PROBLEM
The rest of the article is devoted to the proof of the following dichotomy result.
Theorem 4.1 (Dichotomy Theorem). Let S be a finite set of logical relations. If every relation in S is affine then *Sat(S) is in FP, otherwise *Sat(S) is *P-complete.
Together with Schaefer's Dichotomy Theorem, the previous theorem immediately implies the following result.
Proof. Straightforward, because if S does not satisfy any of the conditions in Schaefer's Dichotomy Theorem, that is if Sat(S ) is NP-complete, then S is non-affine. K A variation of the *Sat(S) problem allows the Boolean constants 0 and 1 to occur in the formul$ (e.g. a clause r(x, 0, y) is allowed), denoted by *Sat c (S ). By *Sat k (S ) we denote the variation of *Sat(S ), allowing only the Boolean constant k in the formul$, where k # [0, 1]. We show that if there is a non-affine relation in S then we can construct a parsimonious reduction from *Pos-2Sat or *Impl-2Sat to *Sat(S ), possibly using *Sat c (S) or *Sat k (S ) as an intermediate problem.
The proofs of the first reduction, namely from *Pos-2Sat or *Impl-2Sat to *Sat c (S ) or *Sat k (S), obey the following principle. If the set of representable relations Rep + (S ) contains the relations [x 6 y], [xÄ 6 yÄ ], or [xÄ 6 y], then there exists an S-formula A (possibly involving the Boolean constants 0 and 1) quasi-equivalent to one of the clauses x 6 y, xÄ 6 yÄ or xÄ 6 y. If there is a formula B in conjunctive normal form with two literals per clause (a 2CNF formula) where all clauses are positive, negative or implicative, we can construct a formula B$ quasi-equivalent to B by replacing each 2-clause by the formula A with appropriate variables. This implies a parsimonious reduction from *Pos-2Sat or *Impl-2Sat to *Sat c (S ) or *Sat k (S ) for
Example 4.3. Let 1-in-3 be the predicate defined in Example 3.1. It is straightforward to get a parsimonious reduction from the problem *Neg-2Sat (i.e., the problem of counting the satisfying assignments of a formula in the conjunctive normal form where each clause is formed by two negative literals) to the problem *1-in-3Sat by observing that the clause (xÄ 6 yÄ ) is quasi-equivalent to 1-in-3(w Ä , x, y).
Theorem 4.4. Let S be a finite set of logical relations. If every relation in S is affine then *Sat c (S) is in FP. Otherwise *Sat c (S ) is *P-complete.
The proof of this theorem requires several intermediate lemmas. The analysis of this theorem needs a detailed knowledge of the affine and implicative logical relations.
The following result is a stability characterization of affine relations with respect to their set of satisfying assignments in terms of a barycentre constructed by the exclusive-or connective.
Lemma 4.5. Let R be a logical relation and let A=r(vÁ ) be the corresponding formula. Then 1. the relation R is affine if and only if for all satisfying assignments s 1 , s 2 , s 3 # Sat(A) the assignment s 1 Ä s 2 Äs 3 also satisfies A; 2. the relation R is affine and 0-valid if and only if the vector 09 satisfies A and for all satisfying assignments s 1 , s 2 # Sat(A) the assignment s 1 Äs 2 also satisfies the formula A; 3. the relation R is affine and 1-valid if and only if the vector 19 satisfies A and for all satisfying assignments s 1 , s 2 # Sat(A) the assignment s 1 Ä s 2 Ä 19 also satisfies the formula A.
Proof. The characterization in the first point follows from a classical result in linear algebra. If a relation R is affine, i.e., the formula A is logically equivalent to a system of linear equations over the field ZÂ 2Z , then for all satisfying assignments s 1 , s 2 , s 3 # Sat(A) (i.e., for all solutions s 1 , s 2 , s 3 of the previous system of linear equations) the assignment s 1 Äs 2 Äs 3 also satisfies A. Conversely, if for all satisfying assignments s 1 , s 2 , s 3 # Sat(A) the membership s 1 Äs 2 Äs 3 # Sat(A) holds, then the set Sat(A) can be seen as an affine subspace over the field ZÂ 2Z . Therefore, the set Sat(A) is the intersection of a finite number of kernels of affine transformations. Hence, the formula A is logically equivalent to a system of linear equations over the field ZÂ 2Z .
Concerning point 2, suppose that for all satisfying assignments s 1 , s 2 # Sat(A) the assignment s 1 Ä s 2 = s 1 Äs 2 Ä09 satisfies the formula A. Let s 3 be an assignment that satisfies A. By assumption, the assignment (s 1 Ä s 2 Ä09 ) Äs 3 Ä 09 also satisfies A. Thus, we have the membership s 1 Ä s 2 Äs 3 # Sat(A), since the connective Ä is associative, commutative, and the axiom \x(x Ä 09 =x) holds in the field. Hence, the fact that the relation R is affine follows from point 1. Conversely, if the relation R is 0-valid then obviously 09 # Sat(A) holds. The rest follows, once more, from the point 1.
The 
Proof. Let A=r(vÁ ) be the formula corresponding to the relation R. The set of satisfying assignments Sat(A) is nonempty, since every empty relation R is affine. Using Lemma 4.5, let s 0 , s 1 , and s 2 be assignments satisfying A, such that the assignment s 0 Äs 1 Äs 2 does not satisfy A. Observe that an assignment s satisfies the formula A$ iff the assignment sÄ s 0 satisfies A. Thus, the assignments 09 , s$ 1 , s$ 2 all satisfy the formula A$, but the assignment s$ 1 Ä s$ 2 does not satisfy it.
For i, j=0, 1, construct the sets 
but the assignment s$ 1 Ä s$ 2 does not satisfy it. In the same way, if the sets V 0, 1 and V 1, 1 are empty (respectively V 1, 0 and V 1, 1 are empty) then s$ 2 =09 holds (respectively s$ 1 =09 holds), thus we get the equality s$ 1 Ä s$ 2 =s$ 1 (respectively s$ 1 Ä s$ 2 =s$ 2 ) that constitutes a contradiction. Hence, there are four cases to consider: Suppose that R is both a weakly positive and weakly negative logical relation. Let A be a formula in conjunctive normal form having at most one negated variable in each clause, logically equivalent to r(vÁ ). Such a formula exists since R is weakly positive. Thus, the formula A is logically equivalent to the conjunction Ã n i=1 c i , where every c i is either a unary clause, or a positive clause c i =(x 1 6 } } } 6 x n ), or a clause with one negative literal c i =(xÄ 1 6 x 2 6 } } } 6 x n ). Moreover, the formula A is logically equivalent to a Horn formula since the relation R is weakly negative.
First, consider a positive clause c i =(x 1 6 } } } 6 x n ) from the formula A. Take the generic assignment
Since A is logically equivalent to a Horn formula, the generic assignment s 0 satisfies the formula A. Thus, there exists a variable x k , 1 k n, such that the equality s 0 (x k )=1 holds, since the clause c i is satisfiable by the generic assignment s 0 . This means that the equality s(x k )=1 holds for all assignments s # Sat(A), by definition of the generic assignment s 0 . Hence, the clause c i can be replaced by the unary clause x k .
Second, consider a clause c i =(xÄ 1 6 } } } 6 x n ) with one negative literal. If s(x 1 )=0 holds for all assignments s # Sat(A), then the clause c i can be replaced by the unary clause xÄ 1 . Otherwise, let s 1 be the assignment defined by
s.
Since A is logically equivalent to a Horn formula, the assignment s 1 satisfies A. Since s 1 (x 1 )=1 holds, there exists a variable x k , 2 k n, such that the equality s 1 (x k )=1 holds, since the clause c i is satisfiable by the assignment s 1 . This means that s(x k )=1 holds for all satisfying assignments s # Sat(A) where s(x 1 )=1 holds. Thus, the clause c i can be replaced by the clause (xÄ 1 6 x k ). We proved that each clause c i of the formula A can be replaced either by a unary clause or by an implicative clause. Hence, the formula A is logically equivalent to a conjunction of unary and implicative clauses. Therefore, if the relation R is both weakly positive and weakly negative then R is implicative.
Conversely, by definition every implicative relation is both weakly positive and weakly negative. K
The following result is a stability characterization of implicative logical relations with respect to their set of satisfying assignments in terms of intersection (direct product) and union (direct co-product). This characterization is used later to construct S-formul$ quasi-equivalent to the clauses x 6 y, xÄ 6 y, x 6 yÄ or xÄ 6 yÄ .
Lemma 4.9. Let R be a logical relation and let A=r(vÁ ) be the corresponding formula. The relation R is implicative if and only if for all assignments s 1 and s 2 that satisfy the formula A, the assignments s 1 _ s 2 and s 1 & s 2 also satisfy A.
Proof. Recall that the formula A is logically equivalent to a Horn formula if and only if for all satisfying assignments s 1 , s 2 # Sat(A) the direct product s 1 & s 2 also satisfies the formula A, as mentioned earlier at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 4.8.
Similarly, from this characterization of the weakly negative relations and the duality of the weakly positive relations with respect to propositional Horn formul$ it follows that the relation R is weakly positive if and only if for all satisfying assignments s 1 , s 2 # Sat(A), the direct coproduct s 1 _ s 2 also satisfies the formula A.
The lemma follows from these observations since every implicative relation is both weakly positive and weakly negative, and conversely by Lemma 4.8, every relation that is both weakly positive and weakly negative is an implicative relation. K The previous characterization of implicative relations is used in the following lemma to study the relations that are representable by a non-implicative formula. Proof. Let R be a relation that is not implicative and let A=r(vÁ ) be the corresponding formula. From Lemma 4.9 follows that there exist two assignments s 1 and s 2 satisfying A, such that the assignment s 1 & s 2 or s 1 _ s 2 does not satisfy the formula A. Suppose, for example, that the direct product s 1 & s 2 does not satisfy A (the other case is treated similarly).
For i, j=0, 1, construct the sets In fact, in the proof of Theorem 4.4 we need to distinguish between affine and non-affine relations. In the presence of a non-affine relation we must distinguish whether this relation is implicative or not. Therefore we need to study the properties of implicative relations. Proof. Let R be an implicative relation and let A be a conjunction of implicative clauses logically equivalent to r(vÁ ) (for readability we suppose that A does not contain any unary clause; the proof in the general case can be easily deduced from this one). Associate with A the oriented graph G=(V, A) where the variables V=V ar(A) form the set of nodes and there exists an arc (x i Ä x j ) # A iff (xÄ i 6 x j ) is a clause of the formula A. Decompose G into strongly connected components. For each variable x, let C(x) be the strongly connected component containing x. The sets C(x) partition the set of nodes V. Let C(x 1 ), ..., C(x k ) be such a partition. It is clear that all variables of a component C(x) are assigned the same value, otherwise we would have the implication 1#0. Thus the formula A is quasi-equivalent to the formula A$=A[ y 1 ÂC(x 1 ), ..., y k ÂC(x k )]. The formula A$ contains only implicative clauses, i.e., clauses of the type xÄ 6 y and x 6 yÄ .
Once more, associate with A$ the oriented graph G$=(V$, A$) where the variables V$=V ar(A$) form the set of nodes and the membership ( y i Ä y j ) # A$ holds iff ( yÄ i 6 y j ) is a clause of the formula A$ and i{ j. The graph G$ is acyclic since the strongly connected components of the graph G have been replaced by new variables and the selfcycles y Ä y are ignored. There are two cases to analyze: Case 1. All nodes of G$ are isolated, thus the set of arcs A$ is empty. This means that the formula A$ is a conjunction of implicative clauses with two different variables, thus the number of satisfying assignments of A$ is 2 |V$| =2 k . Hence, the formula A is logically equivalent to the conjunction Ã k i=1 (Ã x # C(xi) (x#x i )). But this is the same as saying that the relation R is affine because the equivalence clause x#y is expressed as the equation x Ä y=0.
Case 2. There exists a non-isolated node, the set of arcs A$ is nonempty. Since the graph G$ is acyclic, it contains at least one non-isolated node x with no predecessors. 
y) occurs at least once in B because the node x is not isolated. Thus, the formula B is logically equivalent to the clause (xÄ 6 y), moreover the membership B # Gen nc ([R]) holds. Hence, the relation [xÄ 6 y] is included in the set
Therefore, according to the emptyness of the set of arcs A$, we have proved that the relation R is either affine or we can use it to represent the relation [xÄ 6 y] without using the Boolean constants. K
We have now assembled the information necessary to prove Theorem 4.4 (Dichotomy Theorem with constants), saying that if every relation in S is affine then the problem *Sat c (S) is in FP, otherwise *Sat c (S) is *P-complete.
Proof of Theorem 4.4. If A is an affine S-formula, then it can be transformed into an equivalent system of linear equations over ZÂ 2Z . This system is transformed into a triangular system by Gauss' elimination method, a polynomial algorithm, followed by elimination of the trivial equations 0=0 and 1=1. If the equation 0=1 is deduced then the system has no solution. Otherwise, suppose that there are n variables and n&k equations in the final triangular system. Then the number of solutions is 2 Hence, in all cases, if S contains a non-affine relation then there exists an S-formula B quasiequivalent to one of the clauses x 6 y, xÄ 6 yÄ , x 6 yÄ or xÄ 6 y. Therefore there exists a parsimonious reduction from *Pos-2Sat (for x 6 y and xÄ 6 yÄ ) or *Impl-2Sat (for x 6 yÄ and xÄ 6 y) to *Sat c (S).
Membership in *P for *Sat c (S ) is obvious. Hence, *Sat c (S) is *P-complete. K To prove results on *Sat(S), we use an intermediate proposition which, using Theorem 4.4, implies the proof of Theorem 4.1. The following intermediate proposition shows when there exists a (weakly) parsimonious reduction from a satisfiability counting problem with constants *Sat c (S) to a satisfiability counting problem without constants *Sat(S).
Proposition 4.12. Let S be a finite set of logical relations. If the relations in S are neither all 0-valid nor all 1-valid then there exists a (weakly) parsimonious reduction from *Sat c (S) to *Sat(S).
To prove this proposition, we need once more a supporting lemma.
Lemma 4.13. Let S be a nonempty finite set of logical relations. At least one of the following conditions holds:
1. Every relation in S is 0-valid. Assume that the conditions [x y] # Rep nc (S) and [xÄ 7 y] Â Rep nc (S) hold. In order to produce a contradiction, suppose that the set S contains a non-complementive relation R. Let A=r(vÁ ) be the formula corresponding to the relation R. Take a satisfying assignment s # Sat(A), such that the dual assignment sÄ does not satisfy the formula A. Construct the formula B=A[xÂs &1 (0), yÂs &1 (1)]. We analyze the occurrence of the variables x and y in the formula B.
Every relation in S is
Suppose that the variable x alone occurs in the formula B, i.e., the equality The formula A$ is satisfiable if and only if A is satisfiable. Moreover, if the assignment s satisfies A then there exists a unique extension s$, such that the assignment s equals the restriction s$ | V ar(A) and the equalities s$( y k )=k hold for k=0, 1.
Conversely, let s$ be an assignment satisfying the formula A$. Since the conjunction ( yÄ 0 7 y 1 ) is a subformula of A$, the equalities s$( y k )=k hold for k=0, 1 and the restriction s$ | V ar(A) satisfies the formula A.
Thus, we have a one-to-one mapping between the satisfying assignments Sat(A) and Sat(A$) that implies a parsimonious reduction from *Sat c (S) to *Sat(S).
Case 2. Let [x y] # Rep nc (S ) and assume that every relation in S is complementive. Suppose there is an S-formula A with constants. Construct, similarly to the previous case, the formula A$=A 7 ( y 0 y 1 ), where A" is constructed from A (as in the previous case) by replacing each occurrence of the Boolean constant k by the new variable y k , for k=0, 1. Hence, A$ is an S-formula without constants.
The formula A is satisfiable if and only if A$ is satisfiable, since every relation in S is complementive. Moreover, if the assignment s satisfies A then there are two assignments s$ and sÄ $ that satisfy A$, such that s equals the restriction s$ | V ar(A) , the equalities s$( y k )=k hold for k=0, 1, and sÄ $=19 &s$ is the dual assignment to s$. The assignment s$ and its dual sÄ $ both satisfy the formula A$, since every relation in S is complementive. Conversely, let s$ be an assignment satisfying the formula A$. If the equalities s$( y k )=k hold for k=0, 1 then the restriction s$ | V ar(A) satisfies the formula A. If the equalities s$( y k )=1&k hold for k=0, 1 then the dual 19 &s$ | V ar(A) of the restriction satisfies A.
Thus, in the second case we get the equality |Sat(A$)| = 2|Sat(A)|, therefore the proposed reduction is weakly parsimonious with factor 2.
In both cases we showed that there exists a (weakly) parsimonious reduction from an S-formula with constants to an S-formula without constants. K In the case when the relations in S are all 0-valid (or 1-valid), the problem *Sat c (S) is not a suitable intermediate problem. The difficulty in this case is that the two different Boolean constants cannot be both defined by an Sformula. If every relation in S is 0-valid (resp. 1-valid) then all relations that are representable by S-formul$ are still 0-valid (resp. 1-valid). Thus, the relation Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.7. We assume that k=0, i.e., that R is a 0-valid and non-affine relation. The proof for k=1, i.e., for a 1-valid relation R, is similar.
Let A=r(vÁ ) be the formula corresponding to the relation R. Following Lemma 4.5, point 2, there are satisfying assignments s 1 , s 2 # Sat(A), such that the assignment s 1 Ä s 2 does not satisfy the formula A. Form the sets These two cases are those where a variable in the formula B is replaced by the Boolean constant 1. We are obliged to replace variables in B only by the Boolean constant 0, or to rename variables, since the Boolean constant 1 is not authorized in S-formul$ (when we choose k=0). Thus, we change these two replacements to: The other cases for different occurrences of the variables x, y, and z in B are identical to those of Lemma 4.7.
The case for k=1 is similar to the previous method. In this case, it is necessary to replace variables in the formula B only by the Boolean constant 1, or to rename variables, since only the Boolean constant 1 is authorized in S-formul$. Thus, we must change all replacements by the Boolean constant 0 to 1 in Fig. 1 . The details should be evident to the reader. K Case 3. The set S contains a non-affine relation R that is 0-valid and 1-valid.
If R is a complementive relation then there exists a parsimonious reduction to the problem *Sat 0 ([R]) following Lemma 4.14, either from *Pos-2Sat or from *Impl-2Sat. Let A=r(vÁ ) be a formula containing the Boolean constant 0. We construct the formula A$ from A by replacing each occurrence of 0 by the new variable x 0 . Thus, we get the equality |Sat(A$)| =2|Sat(A)|, since the relation R is complementive. This implies a weakly parsimonious reduction from *Sat 0 (S) to *Sat(S).
If R is a non-complementive relation then there exists a parsimonious reduction to the problem *Sat([R]) from *Impl-2Sat. Let A=r(vÁ ) be the formula corresponding to the relation R. Take a satisfying assignment s # Sat(A), such that the dual assignment sÄ does not satisfy the formula A. Thus, if the set S contains a non-affine relation, then *Sat(S) is a *P-complete problem. K
CONCLUSION
Our main result is a dichotomy theorem, thus the classification for *P is complete, provided that FP is different from *P. There are three particular situations to point out.
If Sat(S) is an NP-complete problem, we derive automatically that the corresponding counting problem *Sat(S) is *P-complete.
Example 5.1. Not-All-Equal 3Sat and 1-in-3Sat are NP-complete decision problems, as pointed out in [Sch78, GJ79] , thus their corresponding counting problems are *P-complete.
We can recognize all polynomial satisfiability decision problems whose corresponding counting problem is *Pcomplete.
Example 5.2. The satisfiability of a propositional Horn formula is a problem solvable in polynomial time, since every Horn formula is equivalent to a weakly negative logical relation and Schaefer's Dichotomy Theorem applies. On the other hand, counting the number of satisfying assignments of a Horn formula is a *P-complete problem, since there are propositional Horn formul$ representing non-affine relations.
We can recognize all polynomial satisfiability decision problems whose corresponding counting problem is polynomial.
Example 5.3. *2-Colorability of a graph can be solved in polynomial time since it is equivalent to the problem *Sat([E ]) where E(x, y)=(x Äy=1).
We think that these results contribute to a better understanding of the class *P. Moreover, our Dichotomy Theorem considerably simplifies the proof of other *Phard problems. Such proofs can now be made straightforward homogeneously from a general counting satisfiability problem.
A natural question arises immediately, whether there is a comparable dichotomic result for counting H-colorings of graphs. Unfortunately, the proof of Hell and Nes etr il [HN90] cannot be adapted to counting as in the case of Schaefer's proof, since it uses combinatoric properties of graphs.
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